Outpatients
8 x 60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Episode 001
A globe-trotting businessman from the UK is desperate for a confidence boost given his
progressive balding. Dr. Cathy’s innovative hair transplant technique may be just the answer he
needs. Meanwhile an American TV personality’s non-stop career has left her once fitness-modelphysique on the back burner. New and innovative techniques in bio-hacking and fat cell burning
promises to give her a new lease on life. Dr. Cathy then attempts a miracle treatment on a 17year-old girl who survived a horrific lion attack as a child.

2. Episode 002
A boisterous young professional developed an obsession with his receding hairline in his early
twenties, and is left with the scars from two botched hair transplants. Dr. Cathy can save the day
with a new and safe hair transplant technique. Meanwhile the mother of a 5-year-old burns
survivor is counting on Dr. Cathy to intervene in her son’s complexion before he develops serious
self-esteem problems. Finally Dr. Cathy investigates the world of skin whitening with an outpatient
who is one of the trend’s proud flagbearers.

3. Episode 003
A prolific boxing champion is preparing for one of the biggest fights of his career in New York. A
huge boxing fan herself, Dr. Cathy agrees to treat his hairline for global television if he gets her
back into the boxing ring! Meanwhile a middle-aged businessman is hoping Dr. Cathy will grant
him his eccentric request for more… chest hair. Then Dr. Cathy turns to a severe case of a woman
who has survived a horrendous acid-attack by her ex-boyfriend.

4. Episode 004
A terrible condition of paralysis called Motor Neuron Disease is seen by many as a death sentence.
But like many medical professionals Dr. Cathy believes in new and innovative treatments that can
slow down its progression in diagnosed patients. Two outpatients share their inspirational journeys
combating the disease. But before the day’s over Dr. Cathy also needs to check on her niece who
wants to return to the stage after a ballet injury and a woman who needs some serious facial
pampering after getting fired from her job!
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5. Episode 005
Dr. Cathy meets a boy who was severely deformed in a petrol bomb attack as a baby. Under the
wing of his teacher and with Dr. Cathy’s expertise, there may be hope to improve his complexion
and regrow his hair. Then more hair restoration is needed in a young professional who is tired of
looking like a ghost because she has no eyebrows! Meanwhile Dr. Cathy is concerned about her
young daughter’s reading progress and immediate brain scans are done to test for possible
irregularities.

6. Episode 006
A globetrotting TV producer’s wedding is months away and despite his progressively balding
hairline, he dreams of a full head of hair for the special occasion. But has he left it too late for Dr.
Cathy to work her magic? Meanwhile a 90-year-old outpatient’s leg infection needs urgent
attention with the aid of PRP and liposuction. Finally the parents of a special-needs child are
excited to travel to India for innovative stem cell therapy upon Dr. Cathy’s recommendation.

7. Episode 007
Dr. Cathy’s outpatient is a well-built man preparing for a fitness modeling competition. He is
concerned that no amount of core training and calorie-watching will eradicate his stomach fat, and
hopes that this doctor can give him a quick and easy solution! Meanwhile a girl who has survived a
cancerous tumour in her uterus the size of a soccer ball, is keen to continue her physical and
emotional healing through hair treatment to reverse the effects of chemotherapy. Dr. Cathy also
tends to a little girl whose facial birthmark has just been surgically removed and needs to be
replaced by a new eyebrow.

8. Episode 008
TBC
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